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The electromagnetic spectrum resource is one of the important national resources. It is a physical channel for wireless
communication between ships and between ships and radio stations. Good communication quality must be guaranteed, so it is
urgent to monitor and analyze the environmental background noise of the electromagnetic spectrum. The estimation of the
radio frequency signal coverage in the target area during the monitoring process is of great significance to the study of
electromagnetic spectrum resource management and control. This paper estimates the upper envelope and lower envelope of
the background noise of the target frequency band based on the electromagnetic spectrum data in the time-frequency domain
and combines the forward difference algorithm to estimate the background noise envelope curve. We set up fixed detection
nodes and mobile detection nodes for specific construction areas and collect time-frequency spectrum data of electromagnetic
spectrum in multiple locations. The instantaneous frequency spectrum and the collected data of a specific frequency point are
compared, and it is difficult to judge whether there is a valid signal. This paper is based on the time-frequency domain
electromagnetic spectrum data in the construction area of the project and estimates the background noise of the coast station
frequency band in the current environment. It is based on the energy gradient estimation of the time-frequency domain
spectrum, and the effective signal of the target frequency band is obtained and combines the noise envelope and the effective
signal location to improve the estimation result of the background noise envelope. The experimental results show that the
background noise estimation algorithm can reflect the changes in the noise floor of different target frequency bands.

1. Introduction

The electromagnetic spectrum resource is a nonrenewable
national resource. Reasonable management and control of
spectrum resources is the basic guarantee for wireless
communication services and security. The safety manage-
ment of maritime and ship traffic is particularly important,
and maritime communication services are inseparable from
the support of electromagnetic spectrum resources. In order
to ensure the safety of ship traffic and meet the ever-
increasing demand for maritime communications, maritime
radio plays a very critical role. The wireless walkie-talkies
that carry out wireless communication between the ship on
the sea and the shore are called marine wireless walkie-
talkies. It is also called a coast station. The background noise
detection of the radio station is to ensure the communica-

tion quality between the receiving station and the sending
station. We need to detect the background noise in the area
near the receiving station to find the interference source of
the radio channel. We collect spectrum data on the coast
and estimate the environmental background noise. The
estimated results play a vital role in studying how to improve
the communication quality in the sea and on the shore and
can effectively improve the safety of maritime navigation.

2. Related

Coast station refers to a land station dedicated to ship trans-
portation and shipping management services. Its main func-
tion is to timely detect the distress alarm from the ship and
quickly transfer the alarm to the relevant search and rescue
coordination center. It launches a shore-to-ship distress
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alert, and the search and rescue coordination center or
search and rescue department can quickly obtain the alert
information. It uses the radio interface between the land
public communication network or the dedicated communi-
cation network and the ship station to play a switching role
in the search and rescue coordination communication.
Commonly used electromagnetic spectrum sensing methods
include matched filter detection, cyclostationary feature
detection, and energy detection (ED). Compared with the
other two methods, the ED method has higher real-time
performance and reliability. Due to its simplicity and appli-
cability and its low calculation and implementation costs,
ED constitutes the preferred method of spectrum sensing
in cognitive radio [1]. In order to improve the detection
probability, it uses a priori information related to the
spectrum usage of the main user is used to enhance the spec-
trum sensing performance. [2] proposes a threshold setting
method based on approximate analysis to achieve target
detection probability or false alarm probability. [3] studied
energy detectors based on dual thresholds for cooperative
spectrum sensing mechanisms in cognitive radio networks.
The setting method of the noise energy threshold determines
the detection probability of the effective signal. [4] studied
energy detectors based on dual thresholds for cooperative
spectrum sensing mechanisms in cognitive radio networks.
The author improves the detection probability of spectrum
sensing by increasing the spatial dimension of spectrum detec-
tion. We propose a combined collaborative spectrum detec-
tion method to reduce the background noise of the overall
detection system [5]. In large-scale cognitive radio networks,
secondary users cannot share the public spectrum due to the
limited coverage of primary users. [6] proposed a diffusion
adaptive learning algorithm based on the correlation entropy
cooperation strategy to realize public spectrum estimation.

In addition to energy detection methods, many scholars
are also studying other spectrum sensing methods. [7] pro-
posed a spectrum sensing scheme based on adaptive dual
thresholds. The author compares it with the spectrum sens-
ing technology based on the cyclostationary feature detector.
At 8 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the detection probability
of MED is 36.1% higher than the cyclostationary feature
detection method. [8] have proposed that duty cycle (DC)
and channel occupancy (COR) measurements are used to
characterize the availability of white space in cognitive radio
systems (CRS). [9] studied the joint impact of RF impair-
ments on the spectrum sensing of CR systems based on
energy detection in a multichannel environment. In particu-
lar, assuming Rayleigh fading, the author provides novel
closed-form expressions to evaluate the probability of detec-
tion and false alarms. [10] proposed an improved channel
occupancy estimation (iCOR) method that uses a high false
alarm probability to increase sensitivity without the overesti-
mation usually associated with high false alarm probability.
The electromagnetic spectrum analysis method based on
the time-frequency domain can effectively improve the
estimation of background noise. [11] proposed a random
multipath model for receiving signals, in which both the
transmitter and receiver have directional antennas and are
located in the same rectangular room. In indoor positioning

applications, it is necessary to eliminate the electromagnetic
interference of household appliances, and the background
noise estimation is more important. Some scholars consid-
ered that the existing spectrum sensing algorithms are difficult
to apply to practical applications and lead to waste of channels
and energy resources, and [12] proposed an energy-saving
spectrum-sensing algorithm. This algorithm can maximize
the energy utilization efficiency under the premise of detecting
sufficient channel available time, which is of great significance
for reducing the cost of network deployment.

In order to provide meaningful data on spectrum usage,
the occupancy measurement describing the utilization of a
specific frequency band should be performed in a specific
area rather than a single location. [13] described a compre-
hensive method for measuring and analyzing spectrum
occupancy. [14] proposed a spectrum scanning method
based on Bayesian inference to estimate the channel occu-
pancy. This method takes into account the false detection
probability and detection probability of the spectrum sensor
to make the estimation of channel occupancy more accurate.
[8] analyzed the problem of estimating the main channel
COR based on the spectrum sensing decision and derived
a tight closed-form expression for the required sensing sam-
ple size. However, different background noise distributions
will be generated in different environments, which will
directly affect the accuracy of channel estimation. One of
the important judgment conditions for spectrum occupancy
is noise threshold estimation, also called background noise
estimation. Electromagnetic spectrum database as an impor-
tant means to describe the electromagnetic environment.
[15] optimized the spectrum sensing based on the IEEE
1900.6 standard to support the spectrum database. Espe-
cially in a complex environment, background noise estima-
tion will directly affect the reliability of the electromagnetic
spectrum database. The accurate estimation of background
noise is one of the important indicators to improve the accu-
racy of spectrum sensing. [16] combined time-frequency
domain electromagnetic spectrum data to solve the problem
of accurately modeling the spectrum occupancy patterns of
real radio communication systems, which is an important
aspect of cognitive radio (CR) network research. [17] studied
the spatiotemporal opportunity detection problem of spec-
trum heterogeneous cognitive radio network. The author
proposes that at a given time, secondary users (SU) in differ-
ent locations may encounter different spectrum access
opportunities. The estimation of the background noise enve-
lope of the time-frequency domain spectrum will directly
affect the occupancy of the target frequency band deter-
mined by the secondary user.

3. Worked

We focus on electromagnetic spectrum detection methods
based on time-frequency domain energy detection data.
The method is simple and applicable, and it has higher
real-time performance and reliability. We propose a target
frequency band background noise estimation based on the
time-frequency domain electromagnetic spectrum detection
method. It estimates the fluctuation range of background
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noise according to the maximum hold method and the min-
imum hold method and combines the forward difference
algorithm to estimate the background noise envelope curve.
Finally, it combines the collected electromagnetic spectrum
data to analyze and estimate the background noise of the
target frequency band.

4. Electromagnetic Spectrum Detection Based
on Time-Frequency Domain

Coastal stations provide ships with daily public communica-
tion services, acting as a relay between users and ships,
broadcasting navigation warnings, weather forecasts, and
other maritime emergency and safety information for ships.
Its operating frequency is assigned by the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU), and the identification of
coast stations consists of 9 decimal digits starting with 00.
The spectrum distribution consists of the energy of each
frequency point, it is affected by free space propagation loss
and special geographic environment, and the detected
instantaneous electromagnetic spectrum data will fluctuate
to a certain extent. It is necessary to preprocess the electro-
magnetic spectrum data in the time-frequency domain to
accurately obtain the background noise of the target fre-
quency band.

4.1. Energy Detection and Preprocessing. The collected radio
frequency data undergoes fast Fourier transform (FFT) to
obtain energy values at different frequency points. The
energy detection method can be expressed as

x tð Þ =
n tð Þ, H0,
h tð Þs tð Þ + n tð Þ, H1,

(
ð1Þ

where H0 is defined as noise, and H1 is defined as effective
signal. nðtÞ is noise data, sðtÞ is the signal data, and hðtÞ is
the channel parameter. t represents a certain frequency
point. xðtÞ represents the energy detection value at fre-
quency t after the target frequency band passes through FFT.

(1) represents the result of an energy detection in the tar-
get frequency band. The effective signal and background
noise can be distinguished by the threshold setting method.
When processing the energy distribution data of the target
frequency band, many researchers will use the horizontal
line threshold method to distinguish between noise and
effective signal. The selection of the threshold directly affects
the probability of false detection (Pf a) and the probability of
missed detection (Pm) of spectrum sensing. It is assumed
that the set threshold is T . When T is slightly greater than
nðtÞ, most of the noise can be accurately determined. How-
ever, nðtÞ will fluctuate due to environmental factors, and
there are differences in nðtÞ in different frequency bands.
As T increases, the probability of a weak signal being judged
as noise increases. As T decreases, the probability of noise
being judged as a valid signal increases (see Figure 1). There-
fore, it sets an appropriate T to ensure lower Pf a and Pm, as
shown in the shaded part in Figure 1. In this way, the detec-
tion probability of spectrum sensing can be improved.

In a complex environment, the fluctuation of the spec-
trum energy in the noise frequency band will be relatively
large. This will result in a higher Pf a in spectrum detection.
In wireless communication systems, noise can be described
by a normal distribution. Therefore, the fluctuation of noise
can be smoothed by averaging the data of multiple frames of
spectrum detection. It assumes that n frames of time-
frequency domain spectrum data are collected. It can be
expressed as

xaver tð Þ = 1
n
〠
n

i=1
x tð Þ, ð2Þ

where i defines the spectrum data collected in the time-
frequency domain spectrum of the i-th frame.

In order to calculate the background noise envelope of
the target frequency band in the current environment, we
propose to estimate the lower envelope of the background
noise with the minimum hold method of the electromag-
netic spectrum in the time-frequency domain and estimate
the upper envelope of the background noise with the maxi-
mum hold method of the electromagnetic spectrum in the
time-frequency domain. The upper envelope estimate of
background noise can be expressed as

xmax tð Þ =max x tð Þð Þ, t = 1,⋯, n: ð3Þ

The lower envelope estimate of the background noise
can be expressed as

xmin tð Þ =min x tð Þð Þ, t = 1,⋯, n: ð4Þ

If the signal existing in the target frequency band is a dis-
continuous signal, the minimum hold method is used to
estimate the noise envelope. The maximum preservation
method estimates the maximum threshold of noise fluctua-
tions, which can avoid setting an excessively high noise
threshold resulting in a higher Pm.

4.2. Background Noise Estimation. After it obtains the upper
envelope and lower envelope of the background noise, the
effective signal needs to be filtered out. The forward differ-
ence algorithm to estimate the adaptive threshold curve
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Figure 1: In the process of spectrum sensing, the relationship
between Pf a, Pm, and the threshold setting.
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(ATC) is used to estimate the noise envelope [5]. The signal
of the envelope is effectively filtered through the adjustment
variable D. According to (2), calculating the average value of
N frames of data is smoother than the instantaneous fre-
quency spectrum. In the instantaneous frequency spectrum,
the effective signal can be seen as a pulse waveform. There
are two slopes with larger absolute values before and after
the center frequency. It assumes that the difference between
adjacent spectral data is defined as Dv, the forward calcula-
tion of the spectral difference distribution between adjacent
frequency points. It can be expressed as

datai − datai−1j jN =Dv: ð5Þ

It sets the difference threshold of the frequency spec-
trum, and after comparing and calculating the difference
between adjacent frequency spectrums, it judges the front
and back edge pulses of the signal. The spectral energy of
the signal is filtered out, and the output is the noise curve.
It can be expressed as

ni =
datai, Dv ≤D,
datai−1, Dv >D,

(
ð6Þ

where the frequency point is defined as i, the difference
threshold is defined as D, and the output corresponding to
each frequency point in the noise curve is defined as ni.

Instantaneous spectrum data is difficult to improve the
detection efficiency of effective signals. In order to effectively
estimate the background noise, we propose a recognition
and positioning method combined with effective signals to
improve the detection probability of the spectrum. Accord-
ing to the time-frequency domain spectrum data, the gradi-
ent of the adjacent spectrum is calculated, and the rising
edge and the falling edge boundary of the effective signal
are obtained. It assumes that r is the RSSI at the frequency

f and time t, and the time-frequency domain energy matrix
can be obtained. It can be expressed as

N =
N0,0 ⋯ N0,f−1

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

Nt−1,0 ⋯ Nt−1,f−1

2
664

3
775: ð7Þ

There are generally two methods for gradient calcula-
tion, including horizontal gradient and vertical gradient. It
can be expressed as

Gf ,t =
Ni+1,j −Ni,j

Ni,j+1 −Ni,j
, i = 0,⋯, t j = 0,⋯, f

(
: ð8Þ

Point A

Point B

Point C

Fixed test point

Mobile test point

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of spectrum detection equipment and
signal source location.

Table 1: Measurement data of mobile monitoring points.

Frequency
(kHz)

Point A (dBm) Point B (dBm) Point C (dBm)

2174.5 -83.0 -106.6 -103.6

2182 -102.3 -101.2 -104.3

2187.5 -96.4 -102.5 -103.2

4125 -94.3 -103.4 -106.1

4174 -103.5 -106.4 -106.4

4177.5 -104.6 -104.9 -105.5

4207.5 -105.2 -103.1 -102.8

6209 -86.1 -106.3 -106.0

6215 -98.0 -104.2 -105.7

6264.5 -99.3 -106.7 -106.3

6268 -104.8 -105.4 -107.0

6312 -103.2 -107.0 -105.7

8258 -100.6 -106.9 -103.5

8291 -106.1 -108.9 -107.0

8376.5 -102.8 -104.0 -107.0

8395 -106.2 -106.9 -107.0

8414.5 -105.1 -106.2 -107.0

12260 -101.7 -105.2 -107.0

12290 -100.2 -108.4 -107.0

12302 -98.3 -103.1 -107.0

12335 -101.4 -105.6 -107.0

12510.5 -104.2 -105.6 -107.0

12520 -104.9 -106.6 -107.0

12546.5 -107.0 -105.9 -107.0

12577 -107.0 -106.3 -107.0

16420 -107.0 -105.2 -107.0

16516 -107.0 -105.6 -107.0

16695 -103.5 -106.8 -107.0

16762 -102.1 -105.0 -107.0

16804.5 -104.4 -107.0 -107.0

18795 -107.0 -107.0 -107.0

18819 -107.0 -107.0 -107.0

22039 -107.0 -107.0 -107.0
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As time changes, the frequency spectrum of the signal is
mainly distributed on a certain frequency point. Therefore,
we use the transverse gradient to get the energy gradient
matrix. It can be expressed as

Gf ,t =
N0,1 −N0,0 ⋯ N0,t−1 −N0,t−2 0

⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮

Nt−1,1 −Nt−1,0 ⋯ Nt−1,f−1 −Nt−1,f−2 0

2
664

3
775:

ð9Þ

Finally, it judges whether it is the upper edge or the
lower edge of the valid signal according to the magnitude
of the gradient value. The effective signal of the target
frequency band can be marked, and the background noise
area can be obtained at the same time.

5. Detection and Analysis

The coast station has 34 operating frequency points, which
are distributed between the 2MHz and 23MHz frequency

band. The test equipment are Agilent N9342C RF analyzer,
portable handheld field strength meter, Beidou positioning
terminal, notebook computer, and other related equipment.
The conditions of the test site are as follows:

(1) In the field of 1 antennas, set up a fixed test point
and continue testing

(2) In the construction project area, set up a total of 3
mobile test points A/B/C, mainly to test the back-
ground noise in the temporary antenna area to be built
(point A/B) and the short-distance construction area
(point C). Point A/B/C is the planned test location,
and a suitable location nearby can be selected for test-
ing according to the actual situation of the site

(3) It is finally determined according to the actual situa-
tion, and the fixed test point is set in the radio room
(because it needs to be connected to the radio’s
short-wave antenna). There are 4 mobile test points
(including inside the station). The test points are
the top of the radio

(a) Center frequency is 2.1745MHz (b) Center frequency is 4.125MHz

(c) Center frequency is 6.209MHz

Figure 3: 2MHz-6MHz frequency band time-frequency domain spectrum (bandwidth is 230 kHz).
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(a) Center frequency is 12.26MHz (b) Center frequency is 16.762MHz

(c) Center frequency is 18.819MHz

Figure 4: 12MHz-18MHz frequency band time-frequency domain spectrum (bandwidth is 230 kHz).

Figure 5: The time-frequency domain spectrum data of the 2MHz-23MHz frequency band acquired by the Agilent N9342C RF analyzer.
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(4) Computer room, point A on the southwest side of
the construction project, point B on the southeast
side of the construction project, and point C on the
northeast side of the construction project

At the mobile monitoring points, a handheld RF field
strength meter is used for testing. Every four hours, a
portable field strength meter is used to test various mobile
monitoring points. The mobile measurement records the
signal strength of each frequency point. The influence of

background noise is determined according to different
energy fluctuations of frequency points (see Figure 2). The
test results are shown in Table 1. The signal strength in the
2MHz-8MHz frequency band is -90 dBm to -100dBm,
and the signal strength in the 12MHz-22MHz frequency
band is -100 dBm to -110 dBm. It is based on the test data
analysis of the other three moving points, and the signal
strength of the entire test frequency band is -100 dBm to
-110dBm. The 4207.5 kHz frequency of the mobile monitor-
ing point A is selected. After comparing the test data, it can
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Figure 6: Spectrum data of different frequency bands.
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be preliminarily determined that the background noise is
about -95 dBm (2MHz -8MHz frequency band) and
-105 dBm (12MHz-22MHz frequency band). We collected
the time-frequency domain spectrum with center fre-
quency of 2.1745MHz, 4.125MHz, 6.209MHz, 12.26MHz,
16.762MHz, and 18.819MHz, the sampling bandwidth is
230kHz, and the sampling interval is 0.5 kHz, to ensure that
it can cover all the signal frequency points in Table 1.

The background noise of the 2.1745MHz, 4.125MHz,
and 6.209MHz frequency bands is about -100dBm (see
Figure 3). The background noise envelope in the frequency

band does not fluctuate much. The frequency point position
of the effective signal can also be clearly determined from the
time-frequency domain spectrum. The linear threshold can
be used to quickly determine the noise and the effective sig-
nal. The background noise of the 12.26MHz, 16.762MHz,
and 18.819MHz frequency bands is about -105 dBm (see
Figure 4). Compared to the 2MHz-6MHz frequency band,
the overall background noise of this frequency band is
reduced by 5 dB. If the same decision threshold T is used,
the probability of missed detection of weak signals in this
frequency band is higher, which will ultimately affect the
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overall detection probability. The time-frequency domain
spectrum is also called waterfall chart. The horizontal axis
represents frequency, the vertical axis represents time, and
the color in the figure represents the received signal strength
(received signal strength indication). The darker the color
(red), the stronger the RSSI, and the lighter the color (blue),
the weaker the RSSI. Comparing the RSSI in the 2MHz-
6MHz frequency band and the 12MHz-18MHz frequency
band, the overall background noise energy of the lower fre-
quency band is higher. For low-frequency bands, the energy
of background noise fluctuates over time, which will bury
weak signals in the noise and increase the probability of
missed detection. It is difficult to identify the effective signal
through the instantaneous frequency spectrum, as shown in
the position of the red arrow in Figure 3(c). However,

through the distribution of the time-frequency domain spec-
trogram, it can be clearly found that there is a signal at the
channel, as shown in the position of the red box in
Figure 3(c). In the higher frequency band, the background
noise energy is lower, so it is easier to judge the weak signal.
However, a fixed energy threshold cannot be set, because it is
not suitable for signal detection in the full frequency spectrum.

At fixed monitoring points, Agilent spectrum analyzers
are used to collect electromagnetic spectrum data in the
time-frequency domain. The parameters of the spectrum
analyzer are set as follows: in order to cover all frequency
points, the span SPAN is set to 230 kHz, the resolution
bandwidth (RBW) is 1 kHz, the view bandwidth (VBW) is
1 kHz, the reference level is -40 dBm, the attenuation is
0 dB, and the sampling interval is 100ms. The collected
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spectrum data is saved in a CSV file with a size of about
8MB as 1500 frames of data. The time-frequency domain
wide-band scanning range of the spectrum analyzer is
2MHz-23MHz, and the result is shown in Figure 5. In the
lower frequency band and the middle frequency band, the
signal reception strength is strong, and multiple signal pulses
can be clearly observed. The signal surroundings are accom-
panied by higher noise energy, and the noise floor is about

-80 dBm to -90 dBm. The noise floor in the higher frequency
band is about -100 dBm to -110 dBm.

The instantaneous frequency spectrum of a certain fre-
quency band of HF and VHF is shown in Figure 6. The
background noise of the VHF spectrum is relatively flat
compared to the HF spectrum. For the VHF spectrum,
assuming T = −100 dBm, most of the noise can be judged,
as shown in Figure 6(a). For the high-frequency spectrum,
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suppose T = −90 dBm, as shown in Figure 6(b). Then, the
noise of band A is judged to be a valid signal, and Pf a is
higher. Weak signals in band B are all judged to be noise,
and Pm is higher. The traditional linear threshold setting
method is not suitable for wide-band spectrum scanning
tasks due to its own characteristics. Moreover, the value of
the threshold requires a large amount of a priori spectrum
detection data to determine, and the actual application pro-
cess is relatively tedious and time-consuming and laborious.

Because the mobile monitoring node has poor timeliness
when measuring the instantaneous spectrum, it cannot accu-
rately analyze the electromagnetic spectrum environment.
Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the background noise of
the target frequency band based on the electromagnetic spec-
trum data in the time-frequency domain. In order to reduce
the influence of noise fluctuations, it performs average
smoothing processing onmultiframe detection data according
to (2). The data after smoothing is shown in Figure 7.

It is necessary to reduce the energy fluctuation changes
in the noise frequency band. Then calculate the upper enve-
lope and lower envelope of the background noise according
to (3) and (4) (see Figure 8). The envelope under back-
ground noise can basically fit the background noise curve
of the instantaneous spectrum. The envelope on the back-
ground noise can be used as the maximum threshold for
the background noise threshold setting. For different fre-
quency bands, the background noise envelope estimation
based on the time-frequency domain electromagnetic spec-
trum can dynamically estimate the noise floor.

According to (5) and (6), the effective signal of the lower
envelope under the background noise is filtered out (see
Figure 9). Among them, the parameter ofD is set to 0.282dBm.

At this time, it adjusts the background noise according to
the maximum threshold of the upper envelope and finally
gets the background noise envelope curve in the target fre-
quency band. Among them, the background noise envelope
is increased by 8 dB. The obtained background noise enve-
lope curve can describe the noise floor of different frequency
bands (see Figure 10).

As for the signal reception, it is better at night than during
the day. From the perspective of noise floor, there is a differ-
ence of about 20dB between the noise floor tested during the
day and the noise floor tested at night. The reception situation
of fixed monitoring points is better than that of mobile mon-
itoring points, and the reception situation is worse near the
construction test points, which can be known from the data
received by different monitoring nodes. For spectrum data in
the time-frequency domain, the background noise estimation
of the instantaneous spectrum has certain limitations. It com-
bines the time-frequency domain energy gradient matrix, and
the effective signal of the target frequency band can be esti-
mated quickly and effectively. According to (9) and the signal
edge estimation method, the result of the effective signal esti-
mation of the time-frequency domain spectrum is obtained
(see Figure 11). Figure 11(a) shows the time-frequency
domain spectrum data of a frequency band. The upper edge
of the valid signal is marked with a red line, and the lower edge
is marked with a blue line, as shown in Figure 11(b).

Although the energy gradient estimation method can
estimate the effective signal in combination with the time-
frequency domain spectrum data, there is still a certain
probability of missed detection for the detection of discon-
tinuous signals. This is also a problem that will be emphati-
cally solved in the follow-up research.

6. Conclusions

Detecting and estimating the background noise of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum environment of coast stations play
an important role in measuring the quality of wireless com-
munication in this area. We propose to estimate the upper
envelope and lower envelope of the background noise by
the maximum hold method and the minimum hold method,
respectively. Combined with the forward difference algo-
rithm, the background noise envelope curve is estimated.
After the time-frequency domain electromagnetic spectrum
data is processed, the noise floor of different target frequency
bands is estimated, and the communication quality of the
coast station is judged. This method combined with the
time-frequency domain energy gradient estimation, the
effective signal of the target frequency band can be quickly
estimated, and according to the estimation of the back-
ground noise envelope and the effective signal, the back-
ground noise based on the time-frequency domain
spectrum can be accurately determined. In the later period,
we will study radio interference source detection and identi-
fication methods based on time-frequency domain data.

Data Availability

The data involved in this article are all obtained through the
equipment Agilent N9342C RF analyzer.
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